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nations and groups
• the rise of separatist and nationalist movements

• language as an identifier

• traditional building technology

• the vernacular

• the Austro-Asiatic house

• building traditions as investigative tools



Houses in the Chittagong Hill Tracts,
under construction and complete.

Photos: Dilshad Ara



Domed mud brick houses 
at Abu Ghal Ghal, northern 

Syria.

Photo: author.

Domed houses at Harran, 
southern Turkey.

From South-Eastern Anatolia and the Gap 
Region, no date.



Flat plate adobes drying at Uragli, Turkey.
Photo: author.



Block-shaped adobe of the Urartu culture, Tesheban citadel, 
Armenia, 732 BC.

Photo: author.



The Arab village of Balaban, southern Turkey.
Photo: author.



Kurdish mud bricks at 
Çavustepe village.

Photo: author

Kurdish mud brick mould at 
Yalindamlar

Photo: author



the principle of the arch
Photo: author



The monolithic arch: the church at
Sitt-er-Rum, Syria, 6th century AD.

Photos: author.



Sitt-er-Rum





S Pedro de la
Nave, late C7th

S Paul,
Jarrow, c 685



The monolithic arch:
S Pedro de la Nave, near 

Zamora, Spain,
late century AD.

Photos: author.



The monolithic arch:
East church at Jarrow, England, 
c 685: arches in the north wall.

Photo: author.
Engraving from M A S Hickmore, St Paul’s Church, 

Jarrow, p 74.



Mayan false arch at the ‘Governor’s Palace’, Palenque, Mexico, c 600-800 AD,
and in the cloister of the Convent of La Recoleccion, Antigua, 1701-25.

Photos: author.



Lehmwickel ceiling in the Burger family cottage near Penshurst, Australia, c 1854.

Photo: author



vikli [lehmwickel] in Hungary: 
basic forms

Drawn by Sabján Tibor



Making vikli for a 
reconstructed ceiling at 

the Szentendre Museum, 
Hungary

Photos: Sabján Tibor



vikli in Hungary:
variant types

Drawn by Sabján Tibor



• vernacular building traditions arise from climate, terrain & 
materials 

• these traditions become associated with national and 
ethnic groups

• they may be transported to new environments, then 
adapted or abandoned

• they may be imposed upon subjugated peoples, but rarely 
with total success

• they remain today a prime identifier of national and other 
groups

• they reflect the relationships between groups


